AN ILLUMINATING TIME
The Carrington Volumes
ON SATURDAY, 17 APRIL, 1886, at the opening of

the Seventh Annual Exhibition of the Art Society of New
South Wales at Sydney Town Hall, Mr. James Dalgarno,
Vice-President of the Society, would, one imagines, have
been nervously going over his speech. The standard
of the work presented was said to be higher than that
attained at any previous exhibition (1) and it was being
opened by the Governor of New South Wales, His
Excellency Lord Carrington. The formality that was about
to take place would be repeated on numerous occasions
during the Governor’s five-year duty in Australia.
Charles Robert Carrington, the sixteenth Governor
of New South Wales was then presented with an
illuminated address.
On Thursday, 2 January, 2014, there was a buzz of
excitement as staff in Archives Control and Management,
State Records New South Wales, freshly returned from
Christmas and New Year, began unpacking 22 packages
which had arrived by sea—gifts from the Centre for
Buckinghamshire Studies, Aylesbury, in the United
Kingdom. One of these brown paper packages contained
the Art Society’s presentation address on that day in
1886—bound into the first volume.
The previous year, on 28 August, 2013, a UK newspaper,
The Bucks Herald, had reported that A piece of
Australian history which had been under lock and key
in Aylesbury returns to its roots today after 122 years in
Buckinghamshire. …. The volumes were in the Carington
family… before being passed to the care of High Wycombe
Library.... About 10 years ago they were transferred to the
county archives at the Centre for Buckinghamshire Studies.
The suggestion to repatriate the volumes was made after
the Carrington archives were recatalogued.(2) Here the
family name is spelled with one ‘r’ while two are used in
the Carrington title.

‘the flannel daisy in compliment
to Lady Carrington’s well-known
partiality for that beautiful flower’ on
the first page of the address presented
September 25 1890 by the NSW
Municipal Association

The Volumes
It was necessary for the Conservation Department at
State Records to develop a completely new condition
reporting database for these volumes and their contents.
Two main sources provided this. An online search led
to an unexpected find in a secondhand bookshop in
Katoomba—Understanding Illuminated Manuscripts:
a guide to technical terms (3)—and so a delightful
hierarchical terminology entered the Conservation
Department’s usually prosaic descriptions, from
miniatures to title pieces and headpieces to line fillers,
run over symbols, inhabited initials, devices and column
pictures.
The other main source one of us already had on their
shelves at home—Bookbinding and the conservation of
books: a dictionary of descriptive terminology. (4) Both
titles are now accessible online but for people like us the
tangible nature of books provides a presence that the
internet lacks.
Twenty-two volumes were received. Fourteen contain
presentation addresses and eight are volumes of
photographs of Jenolan Caves, the Yass district and
general views of New South Wales. There are two albums
of photographs of exhibits at the Melbourne Centennial
International Exhibition of 1888, and a collection of
photographs of the Prince Alfred Hospital. Collectively
the volumes showcase the culture and economic
viability of the colony.
The full leather albums of gilt edged presentation
addresses each contain between eleven and twenty-six
cloth-hinged leaves housing the artworks. Immediately
they were recognised as having been bound by the firm
of John Sands, resembling each other in the choice of
colour, decorative style and execution. Some are more
elaborate in that they contain additions such as crests or
engraved plaques but all are essentially similar in style.
John Sands were wellknown as purveyors of stationery
goods, writing cases, travelling bags and cigarette cases
as well as prints and photogravures. The company would
receive a letter of thanks from Lord Carrington for the
standard of their work on the volumes.

Detail of the centre plaque of Volume 1.

Photograph album printed and bound by the
Government Printing Office where there was a
tradition of fine quality work.

Many of the full leather gold
tooled albums were bound
by the firm of John Sands.
Some are elaborate with
engraved crests or plaques
and some show the wear
and tear of 125 years.

Finishing tools
for lines and
decorative rolls.
The Carrington crest on the Prince Alfred
Hospital photograph album presented to
Lady Carrington.

Marie Bashir
Governor of New
South Wales
previewing
Volume 3.

Cover after refurbishment of
Volume 1 containing the Art
Society’s address.

Brass hand letters with pallets and rolls
on a calfskin cushion for gold leaf.

Marbled endpapers framed by gold leaf patterns
built up by single and double fillet lines with
decorative rolls.

Instead of marbled paper some albums
have doublures of watered or moiré silk.

The gift packages once opened in
the Archives Control Management
workroom prior to accession and
documentation.

Detail of coloured leather
onlays with gold leaf tooling.

Lord Carrington was
successful because
he was the right
Governor, in the
right place and at
the right time.
The covers of the volumes are
expertly tooled, using a blocking
press, brass plates and type and
then finished with assorted hand
tools, rolls and fillets. Any blocking
was usually done while the cover
was off the album. Classic geometric
patterns are built up of single and
double fillet lines, together with
decorative rolls framing a central
shaped and tooled panel.
This page:
Left: Detail of second page of the
address presented by the NSW Municipal
Asscociation. Lucien Henry advocated the
use of Australian colours, fauna and flora.
Above: Detail of gouache decoration from
the address presented by the Inhabitants
of Mudgee, Gulgong and Hill End, 1886
Opposite:
Top: Border design with the Carrington
crest, CRC
Below: Address depicting the Kiama Blow
Hole presented by the region’s Masons

The volumes are large and heavy, for example 480 x 410
x 60mm, and they each weigh between 6 and 15kg.

flyleaf. A decorative gilt roll often frames the board
doublure on the leather turn-ins.

In Sydney there was a well developed tradition of high
quality work being performed by binders working for
the binding branch of the Government Printing Office.
There was a practice of providing Governors and Members
of Parliament with Government publications in deluxe
bindings or doing special commissions. (5) One of the
Carrington volumes housing a collection of photographs
of New South Wales was printed by Thomas Richards,
Government Printer, Sydney, 1885. He was appointed
Superintendent of the GPO in 1859 and with his
encouragement the binders won many awards over a
thirty-year period for the excellence of their tooling and
workmanship. Two other albums featuring photographs
of Jenolan Caves were printed by Charles Potter, NSW
Government Printer in 1887.

The Addresses
Any special occasion, whether the retirement of a bank
manager, some worthy leaving the colony, or the State
visit of a dignitary, prompted the manufacture and
presentation of an illuminated address during Queen
Victoria’s reign and well into the twentieth century. Many
local history collections, business archives and private
individuals would have at least one of these addresses.

The variety of leathers commonly used at the time
included sheep, calf, goatskin and kangaroo. Sheepskin
(Roan and Basil) is often glazed, grained or patterned
to resemble another more exotic animal or to cover
blemishes. These leathers can peel or skin easily. A
leather’s longevity also depends on the animal, the
tanning used, handling and past storage environment. A
number of the volumes have leather jointed doublures
of watered or moiré silk. Here, the fabric is drummed or
stretched over card so adhesive does not show through
the fabric. This is then adhered to the board and the

Originally these ornate illuminated addresses would
have been presented singly, sometimes in a tooled
leather folder with a framed mount. The addresses in
the Carrington collection may have been removed from
their original covers and bound together prior to the
Governor’s departure.
Their layout usually consists of a border, sometimes
floral, sometimes geometric, with small miniatures as
fillers. There are scenes of town edifices, country districts
and landmarks with interwoven depictions of flowers,
birds, butterflies and cicadas. Trompe l’oeil (French for
deceiving the eye) affectations are achieved where
images overlap or project from the surface, even casting
shadows.
Their execution is of a high standard from a range of
artists. Some are signed by artists such as N. Cayley, E.W.
Minchin, G. Relph, D. Henderson and Charles Turner.

Lord Carrington, aided by his wife,
re-established the opulence of
Government House and the grandeur
of the office of the Governor
Others are by anonymous artists working under the
mark of the establishment employing them, such as
John Sands and Gibbs Shallard & Co.
A number of materials of differing quality have been
used in the production of each of these addresses. The
supports may be of parchment or vellum, watercolour
paper, mount board, illustrator card or cloth
(embroidered or printed). Photographs have also been
incorporated into some of the illuminations.
This page left: First page of the address presented by the Art
Society of New South Wales.
Below: First two leaves of the address presented by the NSW
Municipal Association just before Lord Carrington returned
to England, the only address to remain in its original
presentation folder.
Opposite:
Top: Signatures of Art Society of NSW Committee members
including Lucien Henry, W.C. Piguenit, James W. Sayer and
Julian Ashton.
Below: Partial smoke damage to the NSW Municipal
Association’s address along the right leading edge. The
leather cover is also severely degraded.

Frames are of mount board or card of a suitable
thickness and generally of lower quality in that they
are discoloured and show signs of ageing. Fox marks
can be seen on some of the mount margins and small
areas have become chipped from fingernails during
handling. Inner cut edges of the mount frames are
usually brightly gilded. The media are pigments,
binders (for watercolours or gouache), gold leaf,
metallic leaf and bronze powders.
The revival of the Arts and Crafts Movement and Neo
Medievalism during the Victorian nineteenth century
exerted its influence throughout the colonies and over
the past fifty years this has spawned a massive volume
of research work and many publications.
A paper by Valda Rigg, Medievalism and the colonial
imperative, Illuminating their links in colonial New
South Wales (6) focuses on these nineteenth century
artefacts. She writes about a volume presented to
Mr. J.W. Cliff in 1882 on his departure for England
that interestingly came from John Sands, the same
establishment as many of the Carrington volumes. It
echoes their characteristics and is closely related to
those later bound volumes.
Mr. Dalgarno’s presentation of the Art Society’s address
in 1886 is bound into the first stylish volume, now
known as State Records NRS 20455 [1].

The index of this volume records that the Residents of
Manly, Bushgrove, Cowper, Members of the Tattersalls
Racing Club Mudgee, and the Freemasons of NSW,
Newcastle and Maitland lodges, also presented
addresses.

cricket matches, speaking at public banquets, along
with country visits, tours and grand dinner parties and
balls. There was no shortage of events—they oversaw
the 1887 celebrations of Queen Victoria’s Jubilee and the
1888 centennial celebrations. (11)

The Art Society’s address was presented by its vicepresident on behalf of its committee. It begins: ‘To His
Excellency The Right Honourable Charles Robert Baron
Carrington Governor and Commander in Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies.’
Its three pages are a superb example of the colonial
art of illumination and it is signed by 14 committee
members, among them the familiar names of J. R.
Ashton, Lucien Henry, W. C. Piguenit and James W.
Sayer. Both Ashton and Sayer contributed artwork.
Julian Rossi Ashton would go on to paint the portrait
of Lord Carrington that now hangs in Government
House. He became president of the Art Society in 1887
and later established his own influential art school in
Sydney, the Julian Ashton School. (7)

The Carringtons’ success can also be attributed to
good timing. They were fortunate to be in NSW just
prior to the 1893 depression. This was a time of plenty
and of perceived limitless opportunity. (12) Clearly,
the Carringtons were the perfect representatives for

James Whitley Sayer would be instrumental in building
a collection for a permanent Geelong Art Gallery which
in December 2012 featured a special exhibition of his
works. He is noted for his fine watercolours of birds,
landscapes and seascapes. (8)
Top: Part of the address presented by the Tattersalls Racing Club,
Mudgee, 1886 (from Volume 1)
Below: Borders interwoven with Australian flowers, birds and insects,
presented by the Inhabitants of Bourke and Surrounding Distriacts.

The Governor
Why were so many of these exquisitely made tributes
formally presented to this particular Governor? Lord
Carrington was successful because he was the right
Governor, in the right place and at the right time.
In 1885 at 43 years of age Lord Carrington replaced
the 67 year old Lord Loftus as Governor of NSW. Lord
Loftus had been reclusive and avoided publicity.
With advancing years he suffered from increasing
deafness and rarely left Government House after dark,
withdrawing more often to the Governor’s residences
in the Blue Mountains and later to Hillview, near Moss
Vale. (9)
In contrast, Lord Carrington, aided by his wife, reestablished the opulence of Government House
and the grandeur of the office of the Governor.
Geoffrey Bolton in The Governors of NSW states that
the Carringtons achieved this through their flair for
combining respect for Australia’s capacity and Australian
autonomy with pride in the British connection. The
balance of these ideas captures the success of the
Carringtons’ time in NSW. (10)
Lord Carrington also ensured he surrounded himself
with staff who were well educated, familiar with military
protocol and endowed with appropriate social skills. This
helped to turn ordinary functions into occasions. The
Carringtons had an eagerness for public appearances,
unveiling monuments, attending race meetings and

Portrait of Lord Carrington by Julian Ashton hanging in
Goveernment House outside the Red Drawiing Room.

the time and they were rewarded with illuminated
presentation addresses and by having things named
after them.
Places named after the Carringtons include the
Carrington Hotel in Katoomba, the suburb of
Carrington in Newcastle, Lady Carrington Drive,
Carrington Falls in the Southern Highlands and
Carrington Street in Sydney, near Wynyard Station.
Lord Carrington was also the United Grand Lodge
Grand Master. In 1889 he opened Carrington House
in Bathurst, the home of freemasonry in the Bathurst
region. (13)

The Volumes ... show a country
proud of its citizens, artists,
landscape, native flora and fauna.
They demonstrate a strong sense of
Australian individualism, a country
blossoming in its Australian identity
The Carrington albums are a tribute to Lord and
Lady Carrington but they also reflect a changing
Australia and that is perhaps what is most valuable
about the albums. They show a country proud of its
citizens, artists, landscape, native flora and fauna. They
demonstrate a strong sense of Australian individualism,
a country blossoming in its Australian identity. The
albums are not just Sydney focused either—they
capture all regions and municipalities across NSW. Even
different national groups are represented in the pages
of the albums, for example, the German colonists and
American residents.
The albums complement this proud Australia in much
the same way as 1880s contemporaries such as Henry
Lawson, various writers at The Bulletin, and Australiana
artists like Lucien Henry and Julian Ashton, whose
signatures appear in the Art Society of New South
Wales presentation address.
The artist Lucien Henry is often credited with
beginning the Australian National Art form. He was

barely twelve years in the colony but left a lasting
legacy, largely due to his artistic use of the waratah and
to advocating the use of Australian colours, fauna and
flora for decorative art.(14) The Carrington albums are a
fine example of this National Art form. (15)
A founding member of the Art Society of New South
Wales in 1880, Henry was appointed the first lecturer in
art at Sydney Technical College in 1883. He supervised
the installation of the Technical College court at the
Centennial Exhibition, Melbourne, this exhibition
being the subject of two of the Carrington photograph
albums. Lucien Henry’s most striking imagery of the
waratah is represented in the beautiful stained glass
windows designed for Centennial Hall at Sydney’s
Town Hall.
At the end of his tenure as Governor, in contrast with
the preceding one, Sydney gave the Carrington family
an unprecedented farewell, with thousands lining
the streets and showering flowers on their carriage.
Lord Carrington and his family departed from South
Australia for England aboard the ship Orizaba on 24
November 1890. In a parting speech Lord Carrington
declared they were guests who found their welcome at
once an adoption, and whose farewell leaves half their
hearts behind. (16) Clearly Australia had made quite an
impression on the Carringtons and by the Carringtons
on Australians.

Another was from the Diocesan Synod and the third
address was presented in the Red Drawing Room of
Government House by the New South Wales Municipal
Association. The artist mentioned in the newspaper
was Charles Turner.
This third address is among the volumes received,
NRS20454 [1], and has been on display in the Reading
Room at State Records. The four illuminations were
bound into a presentation folder by W. M. Maclardy.
Although the cover is severely damaged with the
leather degraded and torn, it has protected the
enclosed glorious illuminations. The last illumination
has partial smoke damage along one leading edge but
this simply adds a wonder at the fortunate survival of
this volume and that we now have access to it.
The Evening News goes on to say there are four pages
of the address, the first two containing views of Sydney
Town Hall and Government House, His Excellency’s coat of
arms, as well as that of the City of Sydney, and a profusion
of native flora, conspicuous being the flannel daisy in
compliment to Lady Carrington’s well-known partiality
for that beautiful flower. The other pages have views of
Glen Innis, Petersham, and Leichhardt Town Halls, the
vice-regal residence at Moss Vale, the splendid steamship
Orizaba, by which His Excellency will voyage to his home,
several glimpses of colonial woodland scenery, including
the Bulli Pass, plentifully surrounded and interspersed
with ferns, waratahs, and native flowers.
Last year the following invitation was extended by
Government House:
Her Excellency the Governor of New South Wales and Sir
Nicholas Shehadie will host a Reception to formally receive
presentation albums from the family of former Governor Lord
Carrington, on behalf of the State of New South Wales, at
Government House on Friday, 23 May 2014.
Dress: Lounge Suit
Arrive: 2.30 pm
Depart: 4.00 pm
Admittance by Entrée Card

The Evening News of Friday, 31 October, 1890,
reports three more addresses given to Lord and Lady
Carrington three weeks before they sailed. A large
number of the leading Chinese residents….[presented] a
handsomely illuminated farewell address ….testimony
was given to the even-handed justice dispensed to all,
irrespective of creed or nationality. (17)

And so we have come full circle with three volumes
of the twenty-two being chosen for presentation
to the Governor at the time, Dame Marie Bashir, at
a reception adjoining the Red Drawing Room at
Government House. It was a fitting setting. (18) The
firm of Lyon, Cottier & Co. had been commissioned by
colonial architect James Barnet in 1879 to refurbish
the residence for Lord Loftus, Lord Carrington’s
predecessor. The period decoration of the ceiling
echoes much of the border decoration found in the
illuminations. They seemed quite at home.

Top: Miniature scenes are found in elaborate title
initials. From the Art Society of NSW address.
Left: Miniature of an artist’s studio on the first page
of the Society’s address.

The return gift of this collection is widely appreciated.
Already there have been regional visits to showcase
some of this generous donation and more are being
planned.

All of the illuminated images shown in this article are
from the Carrington albums held by State Records.
Robert Dooley Jill Gurney Dominique Moussou
Top: Fox marks are visible on this address. Media are
pigments,binders (for watercolours or gouache), gold leaf,
metallic leaf and bronze powders.
Centre: Invitation to the Sydney Lord Mayor’s Complimentary
Ball. This included a photograph as well as a miniature
watercolour.
Below: Detail of the second page of the Art Society’s address
signed by Sayer and Ashton.
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Detail of early symbols
and motto of the City
of Sydney, I take but
I surrender, the ship
(Sydney’s Maritime
history) and the beehive
(industry) executed
by Charles Turner for
the NSW Municipal
Association.

